
The inaugural edition of the McNaughton Marchbank Cup was held on Monday 7th October. The event aimed to create a 

fun, semi-competitive environment, and the fun started well before the event with punters proposing all sorts of variants 

on the name of the event... Bless their socks, nothing stuck! 

 
This event used a unique scoring system, with players split into two teams – Team Bro (captained by Bruce McNaughton) 
and Team Tim (captained by Tim Marchbank).  Twenty-seven people took part in the event including 6 Ultimate players.  
 
 
 
The scoring system for the day:  
 

Ace/Eagle/Albatross + 5 pts 

Birdie + 3 pts 

Par + 1 pt 

Bogey or worse + 0 pts 

 
 
Apart from some early hints of the madness behind Aaron's methods, the team captains had no specific understanding of 
the way the event was to be run and scored. This made it fun for all as the captains had to work out strategies on the fly. I 
for one set out to ensure that my team would enjoy the day, and that would include ensuring that no team player ended 
up the same card as another team player more than once, so that they met more folk, and witnessed a range of playing 
styles and capabilities. 
 
A key strategy of Aaron's was that all players' efforts were to help their team, and that there was every chance that the 
winning team might win from some very random shot(s). In fact, he suggested that the difference between the sides might 
literally come down to a single hole…. 
 
The general format was 3 rounds of 12 holes, which were either new pin positions, or variants on some Yeronga league 
layouts. Teams were largely selected at random via disc flipping or height - always fun, ask me about it if you weren't part 
of it.  We ensured teams of generally even skillsets and made sure the ultimate players (6 in total!!) were split across the 
teams.  
 
There were a few surprise holes to keep people on their toes:  
 

- Hole #12 was a shorter version of the standard Yeronga # 18 but players were forced to throw Ultrastars 
(the ultimate disc standard). With a bit of flukey wind around for these very understable discs, plus their 
larger plate size makes them difficult to hole-out, this was to be a test for many. 

- Hole #7 was a mandatory forehand off the tee, about 72m long it was one of the least birdied holes on the 
day 

- Holes #4, #5 & #9 all offered eagle looks 
 



 
 
How it Played Out 
 
Round one – “The Perfect Round”  
 
The object of this round was simple.  Everyone played the course individually and at the end your team came together to 
work out the combined “perfect round”.  This meant that you took the best score on each hole from the entire team’s 
efforts eg. if someone birdied #1, but another teammate aced it for 5, the 5 counts, and so on for all holes. 
 
Team Bro managed a round one score of 40, Team Tim came in with 38. Team Bro ahead by 2. Special mention to Aaron 
for his -10 (32), the hot round for the day. 
 
Round two – “Captain’s Call” 
 
This round was similar in format to Round 1, except that teams were subdivided into two (A1 + A2), and the scores at the 
end of the round were tallied in four ways, then divided by four: 

1. best sub-team scores (similar to round 1): A1+A2 
2. the team captain's score 
3. the best team player's individual score 

There was a bit of strategy involved in selecting your sub-teams and playing cards.   
 
After swings and roundabouts, Team Bro edged further ahead by 1/2 a point. 
 
 
Lunch and CTP 
 
A fine lunch spread was then devoured by all, and Aaron threw in the next curve ball: CTP for both the ultrastar hole, and 
CTP golf discs for the altered Yeronga #3 (a small island roped out around the basket). The 2.5 points were shared between 



teams, but Team Tim picked up 1 point through some dodgy dealings by the TD (also a member of Team Tim) from a metal 
hit on the ultrastar CTP. Going into round 3, Team Bro up by 1 point. 
 
Round three - “Double Up”  
 
No social play is complete without some best shot doubles. This round would also be tallied in the same way round 1 was 
(perfect team score).  This seemed to remove all pressure on the players, although there was a twist.  Prior to play each 
pairing could nominate a single hole that they could double their score, with no pair sharing the same hole. Here comes 
some more strategy! 
 
The competitive juices were flowing now, team members were seen communicating with other team mates on different 
holes. Everyone wanted to be part of the winning team. 
 
The scores for this round came down to the wire and to make Aaron's early prediction come true, the difference between 
the two sides was that an ace was scored on a nominated hole for a score of 10 points!!! 
To add credence to chaos theory, this occurred on the ultrastar hole by a disc golf player - Ross Batten - who was a proud 
member of Team Bro, and took the final score to 11 points over Team Tim. 
 
The Final Standings 
 

 Team Tim Team Bro 

Rd 1 – Perfect Score 38 40 

Rd 2 – Team A1 26/4 30/4 

            Team A2 33/4 34/4 

            MVP 26/4 (Gavin Cowan) 24/4 (C Barringer) 

            Captain 24/4 23/4 

CTP – Ultrastar 1 (chain out, James Hwang) 2.5 (Marielle) 

CTP -  Golf Disc 2.5 (Tim) 0 

Rd 3 – Double Up 45 55 

Final Scores 114 125 

 
 
The Winner’s Speech 
 
The scores for the teams throughout were very much a team effort as the standout scores from individuals were few and 
far between.  The aggressive scoring system saw numerous eagles carded, and of course Ross' outstanding ace. 
Overall, the event was a great success in achieving the goal of having fun in a semi competitive, inclusive environment.   
 
Scratch one up for Team Bro on the perpetual trophy!!! For those itching for a rematch - sorry, but teams are randomly 
selected each event. Until next year... 
 
As with all events, many thanks go to the volunteers who committed effort and support to make it happen for the 
enjoyment of others, especially Aaron for his forethought (and conniving mind) to design the event, provide lunch, and the 
effort to design and set up the course! 
 
 
Bruce McNaughton 
Captain – Team Bro 

 


